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Preface
When Barbara Finlay and I undertook the frst edition of this book nearly four
decades ago, our goal was to introduce statistical methods in a style that emphasized
their concepts and their application to the social sciences rather than the mathe-
matics and computational details behind them. We did this by focusing on how the
methods are used and interpreted rather than their theoretical derivations.

This edition of the book continues the emphasis on concepts and applications,
using examples and exercises with a variety of “real data.” This edition increases its
illustrations of statistical software for computations, and takes advantage of the out-
standing applets now available on the Internet for explaining key concepts such as
sampling distributions and for conducting basic data analyses. I continue to downplay
mathematics, in particular probability, which is all too often a stumbling block for stu-
dents. On the other hand, the text is not a cookbook. Reliance on an overly simplistic
recipe-based approach to statistics is not the route to good statistical practice.

Changes in the Fifth Edition
Users of earlier editions will notice that the book no longer lists Barbara Finlay as
a co-author. I am grateful to Barbara Finlay for her contributions to the frst two
editions of this text. Combining her sociology background with my statistics back-
ground, she very much helped me develop a book that is not only statistically sound
but also relevant to the social sciences.

Since the frst edition, the increase in computer power coupled with the contin-
ued improvement and accessibility of statistical software has had a major impact on
the way social scientists analyze data. Because of this, this book does not cover the
traditional shortcut hand-computational formulas and approximations. The presen-
tation of computationally complexmethods, such as regression, emphasizes interpre-
tation of software output rather than the formulas for performing the analysis. The
text contains numerous sample software outputs, both in chapter text and in home-
work exercises. In the appendix on using statistical software, this edition adds R and
Stata to the material on SPSS and SAS.

Exposure to realistic but simple examples and to numerous homework exercises
is vital to student learning. This edition has updated data in most of the exercises
and replaced some exercises with new ones. Each chapter’s homework set is divided
into two parts, straightforward exercises on the text material in Practicing the Basics
and exercises dealing with open-ended data analyses, understanding of concepts, and
advanced material in Concepts and Applications. The data sets in the examples and
exercises are available at www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Agresti.

This edition contains some changes and additions in content, directed toward a
more modern approach. The main changes are as follows:

• The text has greater integration of statistical software. Software output shown
now uses R and Stata instead of only SAS and SPSS, although much output has
a generic appearance. The text appendix provides instructions about basic use
of these software packages.

• New examples and exercises in Chapters 4–6 ask students to use applets to
help learn the fundamental concepts of sampling distributions, confdence
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10 Preface

intervals, and signifcance tests. The text also now relies more on applets for
fnding tail probabilities from distributions such as the normal, t, and chi-
squared. I strongly encourage instructors and students to look at the excellent
applets cited at www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Agresti. They
were prepared by Prof. Bernhard Klingenberg for the fourth edition of the text
Statistics: The Art and Science of Learning from Data, by Agresti, Franklin,
and Klingenberg (Pearson, 2017).

• Chapter 5 has a new section introducing maximum likelihood estimation and
the bootstrap method.

• Chapter 12 on ANOVA has been reorganized to put more emphasis on using
regression models with dummy variables to handle categorical explanatory
variables.

• Chapter 13 on regression modeling with both quantitative and categorical
explanatory variables has a new section using case studies to illustrate how
research studies commonly use regression with both types of explanatory
variables. The chapter also has a new section introducing linear mixed models.

• Chapter 14 has a new section introducing robust regression standard errors
and nonparametric regression.

• The text Web site www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Agresti has the
data sets analyzed in the text, in generic form to copy for input into statistical
software. Special directories there also have data fles in Stata format and in
SPSS format, so they are ready for immediate use with those packages.

• Answers to Select Odd-Numbered Exercises are available at the text Website
www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Agresti.

Use of Text in Introductory Statistics Courses
Like the frst four editions, this edition is appropriate for introductory statistics
courses at either the undergraduate or beginning graduate level, and for either a
single-term or a two-term sequence. Chapters 1–9 are the basis for a single-term
course. If the instructor wishes to go further than Chapter 9 or wishes to cover some
material in greater depth, sections that can easily be omitted without disturbing con-
tinuity include 2.4, 5.5, 6.6–6.7, 7.5–7.7, and 8.5. Also, Chapters 7–9 are self-contained,
and the instructor could move directly into any of these after covering the funda-
mentals in Chapters 1–6. Three possible paths for a one-term course are as follows:

• Chapters 1–9 (possibly omitting sections noted above): Standard cross-section
of methods, including basic descriptive and inferential statistics, two-sample
procedures, contingency tables, and linear regression.

• Chapters 1–7, 9, and 11: Emphasis on regression.

• Chapters 1–7, and 9, and Sections 11.1–11.3 and 12.1–12.3: After two-group com-
parisons, introduction to regression and analysis of variance.

Regardless of the type of data, my belief is that a modeling paradigm empha-
sizing parameter estimation is more useful than the artifcial hypothesis-testing
approach of many statistics texts. Thus, the basic inference chapters (5–8) explain
the advantages confdence intervals have over signifcance testing, and the second
half of this text (starting in Chapter 9) is primarily concerned with model building.
The modeling material forms the basis of a second course. Instructors who focus on

http://www.pearsonglobaleditions.com/Agresti
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Preface 11

observational data rather than designed experiments may prefer to cover only the
frst section of Chapter 12 (ANOVA), to introduce dummy variables before moving
to later chapters that incorporate both categorical and quantitative explanatory
variables.

Somematerial appears in sections, subsections, or exercises marked by asterisks.
This material is optional, having lesser importance for introductory courses. The text
does not attempt to present every available method, since it is meant to be a teach-
ing tool, not an encyclopedic cookbook. It does cover the most important methods
for social science research, however, and it includes topics not usually discussed in
introductory statistics texts, such as

• Methods for contingency tables that are more informative than chi-squared,
such as cell residuals and analyses that utilize category orderings.

• Controlling for variables, and issues dealing with causation.

• The generalized linear modeling approach, encompassing ordinary regression,
analysis of variance and covariance, gamma regression for nonnegative re-
sponses with standard deviation proportional to the mean, logistic regression
for categorical responses, and loglinear association models for contingency
tables.

• Relatively new methods that are increasingly used in research, such as the lin-
ear mixed model approach of using both fxed effects and random effects (and
related multilevel models), and multiple imputation for dealing with missing
data.

I believe that the student who works through this book successfully will acquire
a solid foundation in applied statistical methodology.
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1Introduction

CHAPTER
OUTLINE

1.1 Introduction to
Statistical
Methodology

1.2 Descriptive Statistics
and Inferential
Statistics

1.3 The Role of
Computers and
Software in Statistics

1.4 Chapter Summary

1.1 Introduction to Statistical Methodology
Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the use of statistical methods by social
scientists, whether they work in academia, government, or the private sector. Social
scientists study their topics of interest, such as analyzing how well a program works
or investigating the factors associated with beliefs and opinions of certain types, by
analyzing quantitative evidence provided by data. The growth of the Internet and
computing power has resulted in an increase in the amount of readily available quan-
titative information. At the same time, the evolution of new statistical methodology
and software makes new methods available that can more realistically address the
questions that social scientists seek to answer.

This chapter introduces “statistics” as a science that deals with describing data
and making predictions that have a much wider scope than merely summarizing the
collected data. So, why should knowledge of statistical science be important for a
student who is studying to become a social scientist?

WHY STUDY STATISTICAL SCIENCE?

The increased use of statistical methods is evident in the changes in the content of
articles published in social science research journals and reports prepared in govern-
ment and industry. A quick glance through recent issues of journals such asAmerican
Political Science Review and American Sociological Review reveals the fundamental
role of statistical methodology in research. For example, to learn about which factors
have the greatest impact on student performance in school or to investigate what af-
fects people’s political beliefs or the quality of their health care or their decisions
about work and home life, researchers collect information and analyze it using sta-
tistical methods. Because of this, more and more academic departments require that
their majors take statistics courses.

These days, social scientists work in a wide variety of areas that use statis-
tical methods, such as governmental agencies, business organizations, and health
care facilities. Social scientists in government agencies dealing with human wel-
fare or environmental issues or public health policy commonly need to read reports
that contain statistical arguments, and perhaps use statistical methods themselves in
preparing such reports. Some social scientists help managers to evaluate employee
performance using quantitative benchmarks and to determine factors that help
predict sales of products. Medical sociologists and physicians often must evaluate

13



14 Chapter 1 Introduction

recommendations from studies that contain statistical evaluations of new therapies
or new ways of caring for the elderly. In fact, a recent issue of The Journal of the
American Medical Association indicated that the Medical College Admissions Test
has been revised to require more statistics, because doctors increasingly need to be
able to evaluate quantitatively the factors that affect peoples’ health.

In fact, increasingly many jobs for social scientists require a knowledge of statis-
tical methods as a basic work tool. As the joke goes, “What did the sociologist who
passed statistics say to the sociologist who failed it? ‘I’ll have a Big Mac, fries, and
a Coke.’ ”

But an understanding of statistical science is important even if you never
use statistical methods in your own career. Often you are exposed to commu-
nications containing statistical arguments, such as in advertising, news reporting,
political campaigning, and surveys about opinions on controversial issues. Statis-
tical science helps you to make sense of this information and evaluate which ar-
guments are valid and which are invalid. You will fnd concepts from this text
helpful in judging the information you encounter in your everyday life. Look at
www.youtube.com/user/ThisisStats to view some short testimonials with
the theme that “Statistics isn’t just about data analysis or numbers; it is about under-
standing the world around us. The diverse face of statistics means you can use your
education in statistics and apply it to nearly any area you are passionate about, such
as the environment, health care, human rights, sports. . . .”

We realize you are not reading this book in hopes of becoming a statistician. In
addition, you may suffer from math phobia and feel fear at what lies ahead. Please
be assured that you can read this book and learn the primary concepts and methods
of statistics with little knowledge of mathematics. Just because you may have had
diffculty in math courses before does not mean you will be at a disadvantage here.
To understand this book, logical thinking and perseverance are more important than
mathematics. In our experience, the most important factor in how well you do in a
statistics course is how much time you spend on the course—attending class, doing
homework, reading and re-reading this text, studying your class notes, working to-
gether with your fellow students, and getting help from your professor or teaching
assistant—not yourmathematical knowledge or your gender or your race or whether
you now feel fear of statistics.

Please do not be frustrated if learning comes slowly and you need to read a chap-
ter a few times before it makes sense. Just as you would not expect to take a single
course in a foreign language and be able to speak that language fuently, the same is
true with the language of statistical science. Once you have completed even a por-
tion of this text, however, you will better understand how to make sense of statistical
information.

DATA

Information gathering is at the heart of all sciences, providing the observations used
in statistical analyses. The observations gathered on the characteristics of interest are
collectively called data.

For example, a study might conduct a survey of 1000 people to observe charac-
teristics such as opinion about the legalization of same-sex marriage, political party
affliation, how often attend religious services, number of years of education, annual
income, marital status, race, and gender. The data for a particular person would con-
sist of observations such as (opinion= do not favor legalization, party=Republican,
religiosity = once a week, education = 14 years, annual income in the range of 40–60
thousand dollars, marital status = married, race = white, gender = female). Looking

http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisisStats


Section 1.1 Introduction to Statistical Methodology 15

at the data in the right way helps us learn about how the characteristics are asso-
ciated. We can then answer questions such as “Do people who attend church more
often tend to be less favorable toward same-sex marriage?”

To generate data, the social sciences use a wide variety of methods, including
surveys using questionnaires, experiments, and direct observation of behavior in nat-
ural settings. In addition, social scientists often analyze data already recorded for
other purposes, such as police records, census materials, and hospital fles. Existing
archived collections of data are called databases. Many databases are now available
on the Internet. An important database for social scientists contains results since
1972 of theGeneral Social Survey.

Example
1.1

The General Social Survey Every other year, theNationalOpinionResearchCenter
at the University of Chicago conducts the General Social Survey (GSS). This survey
of about 2000 adults provides data about opinions and behaviors of the American
public. Social scientists use it to investigate how adult Americans answer a wide di-
versity of questions, such as “Do you believe in life after death?” “Would you be
willing to pay higher prices in order to protect the environment?” and “Do you think
a preschool child is likely to suffer if his or her mother works?” Similar surveys oc-
cur in other countries, such as the General Social Survey administered by Statistics
Canada, the British Social Attitudes Survey, and the Eurobarometer survey and Eu-
ropean Social Survey for nations in the European Union.

It is easy to get summaries of data from the GSS database. We’ll demonstrate,
using a question it asked in one survey, “About howmany good friends do you have?”

• Go to the website sda.berkeley.edu/GSS/ at the Survey Documentation
and Analysis site at the University of California, Berkeley.

• Click onGSS—with NOWEIGHTVARIABLES predefned. You will then see
a “variable selection” listing in the left margin dealing with issues addressed
over the years, and a menu on the right for selecting particular characteristics
of interest.

• TheGSS name for the question about number of good friends is NUMFREND.
Type NUMFREND in the Row box. Click on Run the table.

The GSS site will then generate a table that shows the possible values for “num-
ber of good friends” and the number of people and the percentage who made each
possible response. The most common responses were 2 and 3 (about 16%made each
of these responses).

WHAT IS STATISTICAL SCIENCE?

You already have a sense of what the word statisticsmeans. You hear statistics quoted
about sports events (such as the number of points scored by each player on a bas-
ketball team), statistics about the economy (such as the median income or the un-
employment rate), and statistics about opinions, beliefs, and behaviors (such as the
percentage of students who indulge in binge drinking). In this sense, a statistic is
merely a number calculated from data. But this book uses statistics in amuch broader
sense—as a science that gives us ways of obtaining and analyzing data.

Statistics Statistics consists of a body of methods for obtaining and analyzing data.
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Specifcally, statistical science provides methods for

1. Design: Planning how to gather data for a research study to investigate ques-
tions of interest to us.

2. Description: Summarizing the data obtained in the study.

3. Inference: Making predictions based on the data, to help us deal with uncer-
tainty in an objective manner.

Design refers to planning a study so that the data it yields are informative. For
a survey, for example, the design specifes how to select the people to interview and
constructs the questionnaire to administer to those people.

Description refers to summarizing data, to help understand the information the
data provide. For example, an analysis of the number of good friends based on the
GSS data might start with a list of the number reported for each person surveyed.
The raw data are then a complete listing of observations, person by person. These
are not easy to comprehend, however. We get bogged down in numbers. For presen-
tation of results, instead of listing all observations, we could summarize the data with
a graph or table showing the percentages reporting 1 good friend, 2 good friends, 3
good friends, and so on. Or we could report the average number of good friends,
which was about 5, or the most common response, which was 2. Graphs, tables, and
numerical summaries such as averages and percentages are called descriptive statis-
tics. We use descriptive statistics to reduce the data to a simpler and more under-
standable form without distorting or losing much information.

Inference refers to using the data to make predictions. For instance, for the GSS
data on reported number of good friends, 6.1% reported having only 1 good friend.
Can we use this information to predict the percentage of the 250 million adults in the
United States who have only 1 good friend? Amethod presented in this book allows
us to predict confdently that that percentage is no greater than 8%. Predictionsmade
using data are called statistical inferences.

Description and inference are the two types of ways of analyzing the data. Social
scientists use descriptive and inferential statistics to answer questions about social
phenomena. For instance, “Is having the death penalty available for punishment as-
sociated with a reduction in violent crime?” “Does student performance in schools
depend on the amount of money spent per student, the size of the classes, or the
teachers’ salaries?”

1.2 Descriptive Statistics and Inferential Statistics
Section 1.1 explained that statistical science consists of methods for designing stud-
ies and analyzing data collected in the studies. A statistical analysis is classifed as
descriptive or inferential, according to whether its main purpose is to describe the
data or to make predictions. To explain this distinction further, we next defne the
population and the sample.

POPULATIONS AND SAMPLES

The entities on which a study makes observations are called the sample subjects for
the study. Usually the subjects are people, such as in the General Social Survey, but
they need not be. For example, subjects in social research might be families, schools,
or cities. Although we obtain data for the sample subjects, our ultimate interest is in
the population that the sample represents.
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Population and Sample The population is the total set of subjects of interest in a study. A sample is
the subset of the population on which the study collects data.

In the 2014General Social Survey, the samplewas the 2538 adultAmericans who
participated in the survey. The population was all adult Americans at that time—
about 250 million people. One person was sampled for about every 100,000 people
in the population.

The goal of any study is to learn about populations. But it is almost always nec-
essary, and more practical, to observe only samples from those populations. For ex-
ample, survey organizations such as the Gallup Poll usually select samples of about
1000–2000 Americans to collect information about opinions and beliefs of the pop-
ulation of all Americans.

Descriptive Statistics Descriptive statistics summarize the information in a collection of data.

Descriptive statistics consist of graphs, tables, and numbers such as averages and
percentages. Descriptive statistics reduce the data to simpler and more understand-
able form without distorting or losing much information.

Although data are usually available only for a sample, descriptive statistics are
also useful when data are available for the entire population, such as in a census. By
contrast, inferential statistics apply when data are available only for a sample, but we
want to make a prediction about the entire population.

Inferential Statistics Inferential statistics provide predictions about a population, based on data
from a sample of that population.

Example
1.2

How Many People Believe in Heaven? In three of its surveys, the General Social
Survey asked, “Do you believe in heaven?” The population of interest was the col-
lection of all adults in the United States. In the most recent survey in which this was
asked, 85% of the 1326 sampled subjects answered yes. This is a descriptive statistic.
We would be interested, however, not only in those 1326 people but in the entire
population of all adults in the United States.

Inferential statistics use the sample data to generate a prediction about the en-
tire population. An inferential method presented in Chapter 5 predicts that the pop-
ulation percentage that believe in heaven falls between 83% and 87%. That is, the
sample value of 85% has a “margin of error” of 2%. Even though the sample size
was tiny compared to the population size, we can conclude that a large percentage
of the population believed in heaven.

Inferential statistical analyses can predict characteristics of populations well by
selecting samples that are small relative to the population size. That’s whymany polls
sample only about a thousand people, even if the population has millions of people.
In this book, we’ll see why this works.

In recent years, social scientists have increasingly recognized the power of infer-
ential statistical methods. Presentation of these methods occupies a large portion of
this textbook, beginning in Chapter 4.

PARAMETERS AND STATISTICS

Adescriptive statistic is a numerical summary of the sample data. The corresponding
numerical summary for the population is called a parameter.
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Parameter A parameter is a numerical summary of the population.

Example 1.2 estimated the percentage of Americans who believe in heaven. The
parameterwas thepopulationpercentagewhobelieved inheaven. Itsvaluewasunknown.
The inference about this parameter was based on a descriptive statistic—the percentage
of the 1326 subjects interviewed in the survey who answered yes, namely, 85%.

In practice, our main interest is in the values of the parameters, not merely the
values of the statistics for the particular sample selected. For example, in viewing re-
sults of a poll before an election, we’remore interested in the population percentages
favoring the various candidates than in the sample percentages for the people inter-
viewed. The sample and statistics describing it are important only insofar as they help
us make inferences about unknown population parameters.

An important aspect of statistical inference involves reporting the likely preci-
sion of the sample statistic that estimates the population parameter. For Example 1.2
on belief in heaven, an inferential statistical method predicted how close the sample
value of 85%was likely to be to the unknown percentage of the population believing
in heaven. The reported margin of error was 2%.

When data exist for an entire population, such as in a census, it’s possible to fnd
the values of the parameters of interest. Then, there is no need to use inferential
statistical methods.

DEFINING POPULATIONS: ACTUAL AND CONCEPTUAL

Usually the population to which inferences apply is an actual set of subjects, such as
all adult residents of the United States. Sometimes, though, the generalizations refer
to a conceptual population—one that does not actually exist but is hypothetical.

For example, suppose a medical research team investigates a newly proposed
drug for treating lung cancer by conducting a study at several medical centers. Such
a medical study is called a clinical trial. The conditions compared in a clinical trial
or other experiment are called treatments. Basic descriptive statistics compare lung
cancer patients who are given the new treatment to other lung cancer patients who in-
stead receive a standard treatment, using the percentages who respond positively to
the two treatments. In applying inferential statistical methods, the researchers would
ideally like inferences to refer to the conceptual population of all people suffering
from lung cancer now or at some time in the future.

1.3 The Role of Computers and Software in Statistics
Over time, powerful and easy-to-use software has been developed for implementing
statistical methods. This software provides an enormous boon to the use of statistics.

STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Statistical software packages include R, SPSS,1 SAS,2 and Stata. Appendix A ex-
plains how to use them, organized by chapter. You can refer to Appendix A for the
software used in your course as you read each chapter, to learn how to implement the
analyses of that chapter. It is much easier to apply statistical methods using software

1 Originally, this was an acronym for Statistical Package for the Social Sciences.
2 Originally, this was an acronym for Statistical Analysis System.
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than using hand calculation. Moreover, many methods presented in this text are too
complex to do by hand or with hand calculators. Software relieves us of computa-
tional drudgery and helps us focus on the proper application and interpretation of
the statistical methods.

Many examples in this text also show output obtained by using statistical soft-
ware. One purpose of this textbook is to teach you what to look for in output and
how to interpret it. Knowledge of computer programming is not necessary for using
statistical software.

DATA FILES

Statistical software analyzes data organized in the spreadsheet form of a data fle:

• Any one row contains the observations for a particular subject (e.g., person) in
the sample.

• Any one column contains the observations for a particular characteristic.

Figure 1.1 shows an example of a data fle, in the form of a window for editing
data using Stata software. It shows data for the frst 10 subjects in a sample, for the
characteristics sex, racial group, marital status, age, and annual income (in thousands
of dollars). Some of the data are numerical, and some consist of labels. Chapter 2
introduces the types of data for data fles.

FIGURE 1.1: Example of
Part of a Stata Data File

R is a software package that is increasingly popular, partly because it is available
to download for free at www.r-project.org. Figure 1.2 shows part of anR session
for loading a data fle called OECD.dat from a PC directory and displaying it.

USES AND MISUSES OF STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Anoteof caution:Theeasyaccess to statisticalmethodsusing softwarehasdangers aswell
as benefits. It is simple to apply inappropriatemethods.A computer performs the analysis
requested whether or not the assumptions required for its proper use are satisfied.

Incorrect analyses result when researchers take insuffcient time to understand
the statistical method, the assumptions for its use, or its appropriateness for the

http://www.r-project.org
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FIGURE 1.2: Example of
Part of an R Session for
Loading and Displaying
Data. The full data fle is in
Table 3.13 on page 70.

specifc problem. It is vital to understand the method before using it. Just knowing
how to use statistical software does not guarantee a proper analysis. You’ll need a
good background in statistics to understand which method to select, which options
to choose in that method, and how to make valid conclusions from the output. The
purpose of this text is to give you this background.

1.4 Chapter Summary
The feld of statistical science includes methods for

• designing research studies,

• describing the data (descriptive statistics), and

• making predictions using the data (inferential statistics).

Statistical methods apply to observations in a sample taken from a population.
Statistics summarize sample data, while parameters summarize entire populations.

• Descriptive statistics summarize sample or population data with numbers, ta-
bles, and graphs.

• Inferential statistics use sample data to make predictions about population
parameters.

A data fle has a separate row of data for each subject and a separate column for
each characteristic. Software applies statistical methods to data fles.

Exercises

Practicing the Basics
1.1. Amedical university conducts an annual national sur-
vey of cancer patients who are in remission about their
lifestyle habits. In 2016, 1764 patients were surveyed.
Identify the (a) subject, (b) sample, and (c) population.

1.2. In 2015, a French national survey asked adults about
marriage and divorce. Of the 1754 individuals surveyed,
43% reported that they were married. Of the entire adult
French population, 41% were married.
(a) What was the population and what was the sample?
(b) Identify a statistic and a parameter.




